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Welcome to your guide to kick ass confidence. I created this free resource because I know that while 
you're super solid in some areas of life, lack of confidence is holding you back in others. Of course, we 
both know there are no “quick fixes,” so treat this guide as an outline. For some readers, these 5 
simple steps will serve as the perfect refresher. It will be just what ya needed today. For others, it will 
be a starting point and you’ll want to go further. If you find yourself in that group, read to the end 
because I have something JUST for you. This ebook is about ending the self-esteem struggle so you 
can do things like: be more authentic and attract people who “get you”, become known as 
something other than “mom”, manifest what you long for in a relationship, or find the greatest talent 
within you and make real money doing it. As an intimacy expert, I especially want you to see sexy 
when you look in the mirror and be fearlessly intimate with your partner. The truth is, it doesn’t 
matter where you’re lacking confidence, the strategy I’m sharing here will have you feeling super 
solid in that area, too. 

What would be possible?
Now. Let’s  begin with the end in mind. Every time you set out to create something that doesn't 
currently exist, it helps to first get a clear picture of what you want in your mind. This is known as the 
power of vision and intention. So if you’d like, close your eyes and imagine what would be possible If 
you were 100% clear about what you deeply desire at a soul level? What if you had the confidence to 
express yourself and the courage to go after it? What would it feel like to be fully supported by 
people who get you? Take a moment and take a deep breath. Now visualize that reality. You’re clear, 
you’re confident and courageous, and 100% supported. Deep breath, let that image form in your 
mind. Good. Can you feel that?



With this new possibility, tell me - can you continue to open your mind and allow a new approach 
in? Because what I'm going to share is completely unique. I've developed this 5-step strategy from 
doing this work myself, then systemizing and refining it to support my private clients.  

So rest assured, you're in the right place if you want to stop the critical voice and self sabotage that 
keep you stuck in the current situation. Also, if you want to end the guilt game and let truth, wisdom, 
and love guide you to being the BEST version of YOU, then stay tuned. And if you're wanting to 
break the bad habits that keep you repeating those annoying patterns, while struggling with self-love 
and self-esteem… Well then, girl I got you! (P.S. When you get to the end of the book, I have a special 
gift for you!) 

Here’s the thing…
If those are the kind of challenges you’re struggling with, it's likely there are some other issues that 
are contributing to your lack of confidence. You’re probably feeling overstretched and exhausted. You 
might be worried and embarrassed, thinking, “Man! if people actually knew…”  

And if you’re seriously lacking self-esteem, self-love, and self-care it’s no doubt impacting your 
marriage and family. If this is the boat you’re in, I know you’re struggling to get control. Now, 
depending on how long this has been going on, you may even feel broken or like there’s something 
wrong with YOU. Little secret…there’s not. You are NOT broken, but I know what life’s like to feel that 
way. 
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And that is why I'm sharing what I know about getting confident in the face of challenge. These 
five steps will address the issues you're dealing with - the ones you know about and the ones you 
don’t. I’ll provide you with solutions you can implement today. So take a peek at the cornerstones 
of what we're going to dive into. The first step is all about perspective. Next, is the internal shift to 
self-love. The third step is getting clear about your SOUL desire, then we’ll talk about your 
superpower, and finally you’ll be ready to take action. Sound good?



Before we dive in, I think it’s important that you know how I got here and why this stuff matters to 
me. 

From a very young age, I struggled with self-esteem. I can articulate it now, but at the time I just felt 
confused a lot. I was, and still am, sensitive to energy and the energy in my home was often chaotic.  

My dad was disappointed and got angry when he drank.  My mom was desperately trying to keep us 
all happy but was silently falling apart in the process. And like most parents, they fought. A lot. And I 
felt it.  

I’ve since learned that I’m an empath, but when I was younger I just wanted to escape the feelings I 
had and was so confused that all I could do was disconnect from the real world and go into my inner 
world...where I felt safe and peaceful and cared for. It was in this place that I developed a spiritual 
connection and intuitive guidance system. 

Puberty was a tough time for me, as it is for most girls. And I didn’t know it then, but the chaos, 
anger, depression, and anxiety I felt wasn’t entirely my own.  

The lowest point in my mom’s self-esteem and my dad’s alcoholism resulted in him running over her 
with his Dodge dually pick-up truck. She had a broken femur and needed constant care for months.  

But first…



I’ve never felt more ashamed in my whole life. 

I couldn’t wait to get out of there, to leave the anger and the anxiety and the chaos of my parents 
bullshit behind. 

When I graduated high school I was awarded a full academic scholarship for being valedictorian. My 
first year in college I was depressed and wanted to quit. I started drinking and doing drugs and 
eventually dropped out to work as a call girl.  

Looking back now, I can see part of my motivation was to punish my parents and part was to feel 
worthy. As if men paying me for my body would increase my self-esteem. It didn’t.  

But I did learn some important things. I came to 
understand I wasn’t the only one with shame and self-
esteem issues.  

Today, I’m very grateful for these experiences because they 
lead me on a path to understanding why we struggle with 
self-esteem, what happens when we neglect our self-care, 
and how we tend to cope with shame. And honestly, it’s 
because my 20 year “obsession” with this stuff that I’ve 
learned what actually works to heal our deeper issues and 
deal with the day-to-day stuff so we can have a loving 
satisfying relationships with ourselves and others. 



There’s one more thing about me...  

In 2008 I developed a tumor on the nerve that goes from my 
brain stem to my tongue. In surgery, the doctors decided to 
leave it there and wait and watch.  

Which I did. I watched it grow to the point where I was 
avoiding eye contact with people because I didn’t want to see 
their reaction when they saw it protruding out from my 
jawline. My self-esteem was at an all-time low. 

THAT’S when I knew I had to take a serious look at my 
thoughts about myself and what I really wanted for my life.  

So I got coaching. I devoured self-help and healing books from all the spiritual teachers, and I 
embarked on a year-long Tantra based spiritual development program.  

Over time and with a lot of high-level support, I came out on the other side of that emotionally 
healed - I’m talking NO MORE SHAME or blame or self-hate. I awakened to the truth of who I am, 
and more importantly what I’m here to do.  

I realized I had to share what I learned through all of this - from isolating myself as a child, to being a 
call girl, to having a tumor destroy my self-image.  



The smartest thing I could think to do is take my own self-esteem issues along with the fear, 
frustration, anger, shame, and helplessness and channel it to create something that helps other 
people pulverize those same internal issues.  

What the last 20+ years have shown me is that our job as human beings is to heal our wounds, so we 
can connect with other people, and live really great lives.  

And while men have a lot of work to do too, as women elevating to positions of influence, raising the 
next generation of souls, we need to deal with our shit. I’m talking about shame, guilt, fear and all 
the beliefs about ourselves that are holding us back. If you are tolerating a lack of self-confidence it is 
keeping you from being the woman you are here to be. 

When I GOT THAT, everything changed for me. 

So here I am now a confidence and intimacy expert speaking at women’s conferences across the 
country. I’ve been on the radio, on podcasts, I’m a published author and a regular contributor to 
advice and lifestyle blogs.  

But the thing I am most proud of is the trust my clients - women just like you - have placed in me to 
help them get confident, feel sexy, and kick ass.  

So there’s my story… now if you’re ready let’s dive into the guide to kick ass confidence. 



Confidence is an inside job…
What I've found to be unequivocally true is this: CONFIDENCE is an inside job. What I mean by that is 
confidence comes from knowing who you are and the power you have.. 

While that may sound extremely intangible, the good news is, I’ve learned how to get real-world 
results by field testing different approaches, systems and strategies. And to save you a ton of time 
and money…I’m sharing the 5 simple steps that have gotten the best results.  

Honestly, I kinda wish someone would’ve taught me this when I was much younger. Because it 
definitely would have saved me a lot of nights crying myself to sleep, but the truth is, breaking down 
again and again is what led me to becoming the extraordinarily confident woman I am today.  

And let me tell ya, the challenges continue to pile up. It’s this crazy confidence that carries me 
through. I consider it an honor and, quite frankly, my duty to share it with my sisters.  

So let’s roll! 
Don’t forget I’ve got a special invitation for ya and a small gift at the end that I think will put a smile 
on your face. 



I love this chick! She's definitely feeling confident. And 
that's how I want you to feel. So let's start with getting 
you a NEW VIEW. 

Does the current picture looks something like: a 
woman trying to do it all, feeling stuck and unsure of 
how to change things? When you spend energy putting 
out fires and solving problems just to stay afloat… you 
end up physically and emotionally drained.  

It’s like you’re standing at the bottom of the mountain.  

All you can see is this big ol’ rock.  

 A New View

Of course your dreams and desires seem unattainable. You can’t see them clearly because what’s in 
your face are the piles of laundry, the tantrums (and not just from the kids), the bills, the shopping, 
and the belly fat that you can not seem to get rid of.  

No wonder you’re stressed and mentally foggy most days. If you’re here it’s really hard to see a 
different view, a view of what’s on the other side. And when self-esteem is low even IF you could see 
a different reality, subconsciously, you believe you can't have it. So you stay frustrated and are moving 
further away from the life you’re meant to live.



The solution. 
A new view of your current situation may seem difficult at first, but stick with me and we’ll get you to 
the top of the mountain. From this vantage point you’re able to see a version of you and your life that 
feels good. When you feel it, you can believe in it, and from there you can achieve it. You might have 
to call on your imagination at first. I know I did. I also know getting a new perspective is the turning 
point for building confidence and getting your dream life to become your real life. 



The cost of your current view?
Of course, you don’t have to do anything. But staying stuck comes at a cost. It might be distance and 
disconnection from your partner or a sexless marriage. It could be a constant battle to get the kids to 
cooperate. Maybe you’re not speaking to your bestie. Or stuff could be falling apart at work. These are 
all high prices to pay for something easily remedied. Listen, I’ve been here and I’ve also been in the 
business of personal development for 10 years so I can say with empathy and authority, you must get 
a new perspective if you want to change your situation.  

To help you get a new view, let’s do a short visualization exercise.  

Take a deep breath in and as you exhale, soften your gaze. Good. Now take another deep breath and 
imagine the perfect moment of peaceful silence. You’re loved, safe, and satisfied. Breathe in. Breathe 
out and let a soft smile form on your face. In this state of Grace, let your dream life come into focus.  

Breathe deeply and allow the feelings of ease and joy and calm wash over you. Slowly shift your gaze 
to the right and look in the mirror that has appeared in your dream. See that woman with the bright 
eyes and gentle smile? She is capable. She is self-expressed. She is confident and free. Give her a 
gentle nod of acknowledgement then return your awareness to the scene of your dream life. Take 
note of who is there and where you’re at. Slowly scan the environment and feel the happiness of 
everyone in it. Linger here for 3 more glorious breaths. Drink it all in. If the tears come, let them. This 
is the view from the mountain top. This is what awaits you…if you choose. 



It’s time to talk about SELF LOVE. 

Seldom are we sitting around basking in bliss or 
hugging ourselves because we love ourselves. More 
often we notice where we’re falling short and eff’n up.  

This is when the critical inner voice chimes in. She says 
things like, “If I want to be happier I better get my shit 
together” or “OMG, I’m the problem here” or “I just 
know I’m letting my family down”. And that’s if she’s 
being nice!  

The problem with the negative little voice is we think 
she’s telling the truth.

Self Love

And when we listen to her day in and day out, talking about how shitty we are, how we don’t deserve 
to be happy, how we’ll never be good enough - we get depressed and anxious and end up with zero 
self-esteem.  

We start to hate ourselves and take it out on the ones closest to us. 

And that’s not OK. 



When we make that internal shift from hate to love for ourselves, lots of really good stuff happens. 

For one, that failure (we gave ourselves crap for) becomes part of our growth - instead of another 
reason to shut down.  We can actually take those lessons and help others heal and be stronger and 
more confident. Kinda like I’m doing with you right now.  

Think about how this could impact your relationship with your kids. What about your partner? Do you 
think if you loved yourself more other people could too? Probably. Love is the goal here, mama. If you 
want more of it, GIVE more of it…starting with yourself. 

So here’s my tool to quiet the critical voice in your head. Because if you keep buying her BS you’re 
going to stay small and miserable. Let me remind you, the voice is a liar. Oh, and it helps if you give 
her a name so when she starts in on you you can tell her to pipe down. My critical voice is called 
Shirley. Apologies to anyone actually named Shirley.  

To use this tool, you first have to notice when your “Shirley” is driving the bus, so to speak. You’ll know 
because she’s leading you AWAY from your powerful, confident self and into a black hole of suck. 
Next, after seeing what’s happening you simply say - out loud - shut the hell up Shirley! I’m normally 
all about being kind and compassionate but when that biotch is berating you for failing AGAIN you 
have my permission to be MEAN and LOUD.  

In other words, do not let the little voice dominate you. You are strong. You are beautiful. You are 
capable. You ARE enough, and you my girl, are a BADASS. Now then, the last step here is to shift your 
awareness from self-hate to self-love. 



Ok. Now let that inspire you in to action. My invitation for you around this is to name your inner critic 
or as I like to say, that bitch in your head. You can shout it out and let her know you're not taking any 
more of her crap. And then of course, as a regular practice, notice when she’s driving the proverbial 
bus, put her in her place, and get back in alignment with your power… aka self-LOVE.



Now on to step three, your SOUL DESIRE. 

For most women, the challenge of raising a happy 
family, growing professionally and having enough 
energy leftover at the end of the day for any kind of 
intimacy is a pipe dream.   

But the problem isn’t that you don’t have time or 
energy.   

More often, it’s your lack self-esteem, self-expression, 
and self-care that keep you from the intimacy you 
desire… and the life you deserve. When you know your 
soul desire, self-esteem, expression, and care are a 
normal part of life. 

Soul Desire

The cost, however, of NOT knowing your soul desire is pretty expensive. If you let the lack linger and 
you’re like I was, you find yourself moody, short-tempered and quick to snap. Know what I’m talking 
about?  

The worst thing is, we can end up driving away the love and affection we really want.



Let's take a closer look. To get what you want, you have to know what you want at a deeper level… 
that’s what I call a soul desire. If you don't know it or you don't trust it, you can't express it. Lack of 
confidence usually means you're not asking for what you want in a clear and concise way. Therefore, 
you don't get what you want from your man or in life and that leads to frustration, resentment and 
emotional shut down. Does that sound familiar?  

That used to be the story of my life. 

In order for you to know what you want at a deeper level, I think it's important to understand what 
soul desire actually is. Soul desire is raw potential. It's creative energy. It's life force. And this is a part 
of you that gets expressed in many ways. Let’s say you’re rockin’ it from a career standpoint but when 
it comes to vulnerable sexual expression, you feel clumsy and the opposite of confident. Or vice versa. 
Maybe you’re a lover archetype like me, so connection comes easily for you, but the business you feel 
called to create feels like a bigger challenge than you can handle, considering where your self-
esteem is at the moment..



Either way, there are two kinds of women. The tuned in and the turned off.  

Those that are tuned in are clear, focused, and confident. They have lots of energy and are successful 
in business and satisfied at home. More women however, are in the other category. They have shame 
or fear around their sexuality, they’ve tied their self-worth to something external, they’ve talked 
themselves out of going after what they really want, and have cut themselves off from their greatest 
resource. I speak as a former “turned off” woman who is now so tuned in I can help my sisters safely 
navigate the process of transformation. THIS is what I’m here to do.  

And now for a little exercise to get in touch with your soul desire.  
Think about what it is you deeply want to experience. What are the top 3 reasons you deserve what 
you desire? If you’re critical voice is talking shit right now, notice that. Then take a deep breath and 
come back to your soul desire…it’s calling to you.  

Now’s the time to listen to the voice of truth, wisdom, and love. This is the voice that wants you to be 
bold and live a great life. Here is your chance to express what it is that you deeply desire… I want you 
to powerfully claim it so you can manifest it!  

The right support is a big hurdle for a lot of women. If you don’t already have a trusted tribe of 
women to support your deepest desires, consider joining one. I’ll tell you one way to do that in just a 
little bit. For now, finish these sentences:  

My soul desire is…  

I deserve this because…



Great. Let’s keep going. Step 4 is all about your 
SUPERPOWER! 

And I’m not talking about running long distances or 
existing on very little sleep, here. The superpower I 
speak of is a spiritual one. It’s a light inside of you that, 
when at its brightest, attracts all the resources you need 
to live your dream life.   

However, with every light source, comes a shadow. 
What I’ve learned is that unless we uncover and 
understand these forces within us, we tend to stay in 
the shadow. 

Superpower

The best way I can demonstrate this step is to tell my own story of uncovering and understanding 
and how it changed my life. My superpower is my sensitivity. As an intuitive empath I can see and 
feel what other people desire and fear. The gifts of presence and empathy serve me well in my work. 
And my Soul Desire is to connect deeply with others, to be intimate and fully seen. I believe this is 
the level at which healing occurs. I also believe we all have some healing to do. Ok. Now if my 
superpower is sensitivity, and my figurative “sword and shield” are presence and empathy, and my 
mission is intimacy…where does the shadow come into play? 



MY STORY

One of the best ways I’ve heard it described is this: What makes you great, your uniqueness, if left 
unchecked will destroy you. That’s the shadow side.



For me, if I don’t keep it in check, I lose myself. I get sucked into someone else’s world, feeling their 
feelings more than my own. When I was the old me, I would honor his wishes, wants, and desires 
more than my own.  

I would then disconnect from my true self and life would appear blurry and out of focus. I’d feel 
stuck and tired all the time. I’d get confused and frustrated and depressed. And honestly, it wasn’t all 
that long ago that I was completely uninspired, isolated, and retreating into my inner world. Ya know, 
where it was “safe to be me” and I felt loved. 

The problem was I distanced myself from 
friends and from events that would normally 
lift me up and excite me.  

When I’d come out of my self-induced coma, 
I’d look to him to make me feel better. To fill 
me up. To make me feel safe. To make me 
feel worthy. And that’s a lot of pressure to put 
on someone. Not to mention it’s not his 
responsibility to tell me I’m worthy.  

That’s why it’s called SELF-worth. When he 
couldn’t be who I thought I needed him to 
be, I got angry.  



Here’s where I get really vulnerable with you and tell you about the end of my relationship with Matt.  

You may or may not be in a similar situation but I’m using my specific one to demonstrate the 
shadow side of a superpower. After losing and isolating myself and being angry at Matt for not 
‘meeting my needs’, I got good at lashing out. I can say some really mean things when I’m angry.  
Can you relate? Well, as a result, our closeness and connection started to diminish, our 
communication was strained, and our sexual intimacy suffered.  

In fact, it all but disappeared. Since my deepest desire is for intimacy, you can imagine, I felt like I was 
being dishonored in the relationship. I became UNempathetic to his feelings and present to my 
dissatisfaction more than anything else. So the thing that makes me great, my gift of sensitivity, went 
unchecked and became my curse. And this wasn’t the first time that happened. 

The good news is I learned from those failures. I’ve 
healed the wounds, identified the patterns, and 
destroyed shadow-side tactics that kept me 
repeating bad behaviors and tolerating shitty self-
esteem.  

I now use my superpower to help others stop 
struggling, start connecting, and live the life you're 
meant to live. 



OK. My invitation to you is to harness this awareness here and now. Make the decision to go deeper 
and do your own work so you can be the woman you are here to be. Take a moment to answer 
these questions and be completely honest with yourself. This would be a good time to pause and 
write out your answers.

• WHAT MAKES YOU GREAT? 

• WHAT IS YOUR UNIQUE GIFT? 

• WHAT’S THE SHADOW SIDE? 

• HOW WILL YOU KEEP IT IN CHECK? 

• WHAT SUPPORT DO YOU NEED?



Well that brings us to the final step in the system.  

Bold, courageous action.  

Listen, you’re smart and you’re capable. But this lack of 
self-confidence has kept you from really going for it.  

And I don’t know for sure if what I’m about to share 
with you is the key to turning your dream life into your 
real life. But what I do know is that you’re ready to hear 
this….because you’re still with me 

With all due respect, you’ve convinced yourself you 
don’t have the time, money, or support you need to get 
what you really want.   

Bold Action

I want to be clear about one thing. If you take nothing else away from this ebook, know this… you 
have the power to create whatever you desire.  

If you want to make your dream life your real life, you can. 

What it takes to achieve that though, is clarity, a plan of action, and the kind of support that sees you 
as the bright light you are and holds you to your highest.



You go out of your way to look good, to put on a happy 
face. But secretly you’re struggling to keep it together.  

Maybe you’re hiding a secret and you’re scared people 
will find out and the anxiety and self-hate are eating 
away at you. Or maybe you’re like I used to be, you keep 
your mouth shut about something you know you need 
to talk about but you can’t seem to do so without 
exploding in anger.  

So you stay silent and suffer.  

And your self-esteem suffers, too. If this strikes a nerve, you know that it cannot continue. You know 
you need to get clear, take action, and get support. What I’ll say from experience is this, you 
shouldn’t do it alone. 

When you don't have these elements, you end up spending a ton of energy on the wrong things 
trying to figure it out on your own and not getting anywhere. Been there done that. It just leaves you 
feeling frustrated and deflated and ends up costing you way more in the long run.

So what’s the solution?



The solution I have leverages years of insight and utilizes targeted actions to get big time results. Not 
only have I been through all of this myself but so have many of my clients - so I know it works. 

I’d like to tell you about Megan. Her story is the perfect example of when you get connected to your 
soul desire what you want can and will show up for you. Megan reached out to me unsure of what 
she wanted. Part of her wanted to move forward with her relationship and another part thought 
maybe she should leave. She was not confident in what to do and felt like she couldn't trust her 
internal compass.  

According to Megan, her guy wasn't showing up 
the way she needed him too. But guess what? HER 
uncertainty was creating a push-pull between 
them. He didn't know what to do.  

So he wasn't able to show up for her.  

Since working with me and using the systems and 
tools I provide, Megan is now clear and confident, 
so they are no longer fighting about all the little 
stuff. She is asking for what she wants and getting 
it. When I asked her to describe what she was like 
before doing this work she said “stuck, discouraged, 
and sad” and afterward she says she’s “excited, 
confident, and eager”. 



This is Cami. I’ve gotten to work with Cami, and subsequently her husband. As a result of her doing 
the work she ended the guilt game and stop blaming herself so now she has the freedom in her life 
and her marriage and the confidence to totally be herself. One of the things I’ll never forget is when 
Cami said to me on our first call, “Colette, we just uncovered more in this last hour than I have in the 
past five years of therapy.”  

So, when I say I have a solution to end the self-esteem struggle, and the 5 steps work. I am not 
kidding.

And before I get to the details of my solution, I 
want you to take a moment and imagine this 
feeling… 

You walk into the room confident. You’re self-
assured with your shoulders back and your head 
held high. You make eye contact, and easily 
connect with the people there….you see them and 
they see you for who you really are. You’re not 
hiding your flaws or disappearing in the distance. 
You are showing up fully as the woman you are 
meant to be. The best version of you ever. You relax 
knowing you can handle whatever challenge you're 
faced with. You’re now trusting yourself, being 
yourself, and not giving a damn about what other 
people think.  



Remember, I used to feel helpless and hopeless.  

Then I got the hell over it.  

It took me years and a lot of high-level support. I’ve invested tens of thousands of dollars learning 
how to heal the deeper wounds, deal with the day-to-day challenges, and become the woman I was 
born to be. By that I mean I no longer beat myself up by listening to the critical voice in my head, or 
lashing out at my man, or drowning out the frustration, depression and anxiety with booze.  

I’VE BEEN THROUGH SOME SERIOUSLY LOW POINTS and I am on the other side of it all. I've had this 
brain stem tumor for 9 years and I used to avoid eye contact with strangers at the grocery store. The 
intimacy in my relationship completely disappeared and I was afraid NO ONE would want me with 
this lump on my neck.  

Right now, today, I have more confidence than I've EVER had in my life and I know how I got here.  

My offer is to help you get here too.  

The solution I’m presenting - that turns the dream into reality - is The Kick Ass Confidence Group 
Coaching Program. It’s a 5-week personal development experience that gives you the tools to be the 
best version of YOU. This small group is designed for high impact and big results while making sure 
you have all the love and support you need to implement the actions and get you where you want to 
be. 

Let’s look at what you can expect… 

http://www.colettedavenport.com/kick-ass-confidence/


STEP ONE - DRAFT YOUR DREAM LIFE 

Clarity is the key to confidence. In week one we clarify what confidence looks like for YOU. Utilize my 
signature 5 Bodies System to skyrocket your self-awareness and self-esteem. Together, we’ll create a 
mindset that turns your flaws into eff-yeahs! By the end of week one you’ll have the foundation to 
turn your dream life into your real life. 

STEP TWO - DEMOLISH THE SELF-ESTEEM STRUGGLE 

You are the source of your self-worth. Week 2 is all about shifting the internal dialogue from self-hate 
to self-love. We’ll dive deep into how to quiet the critical voice in your head. I’ll teach you my 
technique for being my own biggest cheerleader - because let’s face it, it’s those moments when 
you’re ALONE with your thoughts that can be the most brutal. We’ll get you banishing the bitch and 
believing in yourself, shifting from fear to love and feeling enormous gratitude for ALL OF IT. 
Remember, I couldn’t be here if I didn't embrace my flaws, fuck-ups and failures. 

STEP THREE - DECLARE YOUR SOUL DESIRE  

You deserve your DESIRES. In week 3 we uncover your soul desire. You’ll know it in your bones to be 
the truth. You’ll trust it and express it with confidence. You’ll learn to use my coveted emotional 
awareness chart - or as one of my clients called it her "EQ cheat sheet" - to become the master of 
your emotions, rather than be controlled by them. By this point you’ll be speaking up AND getting 
what you want and need in ALL your relationships. In other words, you’ll finally be seen and heard. In 
my humble opinion, that’s worth every penny of the investment.



STEP FOUR - DISCOVER YOUR SUPERPOWER 

Week four might be my favorite. It’s superpower time! We’re going to get down with your uniqueness. 
We’ll discover what your special gifts are that make you great at what you do. If you don't already 
know, I promise you have a magical power that, when harnessed, will surprise you at how quickly 
and effortlessly you can manifest your dreams. The key, I’ve discovered (the hard way), is to 
understand its shadow side. So we’ll dig into that and stop it from tripping you up again. 

STEP FIVE - DESIGN YOUR REAL LIFE  

You hold the POWER to create. In our final week, we set you up for ongoing success and a super 
strong self-esteem game for years to come. This one’s about the structure to keep you at your best so 
you can continue to manifest your dream life. My coach taught me that 'insight without action 
produces nothing'. And I’m not about to let you get this far without the gear to be great when the 
program ends. You’re going to have a real world strategy that fits your lifestyle and makes you feel 
like you can meet any challenge with a positive attitude and tools to overcome it. 

Your tools will include daily power practices, tangible goals you’re excited to achieve, bite-sized 
actions that won’t bog you down, and success measures, aka rewards, so you - and everyone else - 
can SEE you winning! And don’t worry, this all comes with never-ending support from me and the 
other kick-ass women you’ll meet in the club. 



Nothing I’ve shared with you today is untested theory. 

I use this exact strategy with private VIP clients and in my own life. Being honored to partner with 
numerous client transformations over the years, one thing I know is the system works for those who 
are ready. Now I’ve made it available as a group program which allows me to offer it at a significantly 
lower investment.  

And now for the gift I promised. Earlier, I talked about my mom and her struggle with self-esteem. 
When I was a little girl all I wanted was to see my mom happy. The constant battles between her and 
my dad were so painful for me all I could do was retreat to my room and imagine a life where we 
were all free.

Remember…

A life where my mom wasn’t stressed out and running 
herself ragged trying to do it all. A life where my dad wasn’t 
so disappointed all the time. A life where everybody had 
what they needed and each of us was able to just love one 
another. Period. At some point, I realized I made this work 
my business because I wish my mom would’ve had the 
courage and the confidence to prioritize her wellbeing 
when I was younger.



I wish she would’ve had the kind of support I now offer moms. I truly believe my entire family’s lives 
would be very different today. The world needs women who love and care for themselves.  

THIS IS THE GREATEST GIFT YOU CAN GIVE YOUR KIDS AND FAMILY.  

Fortunately, my mom and I have healed our relationship and are now able to talk about our past 
with empathy for one another. One of the things she and I agree on is if we can use our experience 
to help others avoid years of struggle and suffering, it was worth it. So here’s a small gift from my 
mom and I to support you being the confident woman you are here to be.

PROMO CODE: 

LOVEMOM
Use this promo code when you enroll in the Kick-Ass Confidence Group Program and you’ll receive 
$100 savings instantly! You can share this with a girlfriend and do the program together. You’re just a 
few weeks away from being able to heal the deeper the issues and handle the day-to-day stuff that 
keeps you stuck with your bad habits, frustrated, and beating yourself up mentally.  

If you feel in your bones this is the right investment in your wellbeing and your family’s future, I 
implore you to call forth the courage and take the leap. I’m right here with you. We’ll do it together. 
To say I’ve been excited about sharing all of this with you is an understatement! But I’m even more 
excited I got to be a part of the following gals’ lives. 



Leslie
“Working with Colette has been super helpful in aiding me in being 
proactive in the areas of my concerns. I highly recommend getting 
in touch with her if you’re like me and need some support in 
achieving certain goals, whether it’s life in general, love, or career. 
She’s awesome.”

Megan
“From our very first conversation you mentioned your ‘tribe’ - and I 
have never understood what you mean better than I do now. Thanks 
for everything you have done for me thus far. It’s been an absolute 
gift to me. ”

“I appreciate who you are and the dedication and passion you have 
to allow others to really step into their greatness. You always mirror 
back to me my purpose, my calling, and who I really am. (I know 
that’s partly about me-but you’ve given me quite a gift!)”

Meg



HTTP://WWW.COLETTEDAVENPORT.COM/KICK-ASS-CONFIDENCE/ 

Enroll Now

So as always, the choice is yours, mama. I encourage you to take a bold, courageous leap… right now. 
I’d be honored to have you to join us.

http://www.colettedavenport.com/kick-ass-confidence/

